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The issue of war and its necessity and fairness is a very common discussion subject in today's world
when every day a new conflict arises around the world.
The present paper aims to make a comparison between the justness of the Islamic war conditions and
the Western war conditions. When is war justifiable? What are the conditions and differences? What is
the Islamic just war pacifism? These are some of the questions that are answered in this paper.
At the end of the paper the example of Zaynab, the daughter of Imam 'Ali (peace be with them), is given
as indicating the kind of resistance to oppression in harmony with the just war pacifism.

Abstract

It is common to contrast pacifism with the just war theory. Pacifism holds that all wars are wrong, while
the just war theory holds that under certain conditions, war is just. However, pacifism has also been
interpreted as a commitment to peace and a rejection of war except in some, but not all, cases of self-
defense or humanitarian intervention. The term "just war pacifism" or "contingent pacifism" has been
used to describe the view that under the conditions of modern warfare, it is morally wrong to engage in
war.

It is generally recognized that in Islamic traditions of legal, political, and moral thinking, something
analogous to the Western just war theory is prominent. In this paper, a comparison is made between
Western and Islamic just war conditions.

It is then argued that under current conditions, the criteria needed to provide a moral justification for just
war in Islam fail to obtain for an important range of armed conflicts, and that this conclusion may be
considered an argument for a conditional Islamic just war pacifism. The extent and limitations of this kind
of argument are also briefly discussed.

Finally, the example of Zaynab, the daughter of Imam 'Ali (peace be with them), is given as indicating the
kind of resistance to oppression in harmony with the just war pacifism outlined in the paper.

Keywords: just war, pacifism, just war pacifism, contingent pacifism, moral theory, jus ad bellum, jus in
bello, Zaynab.
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Introduction

In this paper, an attempt is made to reconcile three different conceptions of war and peace, or perhaps it
would be better to say, three different traditions of thought about issues pertaining to war and peace: (1)
Islam; (2) Just War Theory; and (3) Pacifism.

These traditions are often understood as providing three incompatible approaches to the issues of war
and peace. Islam is sometimes interpreted (among extremist Muslim groups as well as right wing groups
in the West) as teaching a doctrine of jihad as a kind of holy war whose objective is the subjugation of
the entire world. As such, Islamic teachings about jihad are considered to be contrary to those
developed in the just war tradition in the West.

The just war tradition is usually taken to have its beginnings in Augustine's writings. It is still defended by
many today as a foundation for ethics, political thought, and international jurisprudence pertaining to
issues of war and peace. Just war theory is taken to delineate the conditions under which was may be
morally, politically, and/or legally permissible to engage in war, and, thus, it is considered to be
incompatible with a third tradition, that of pacifism, that is generally opposed to violence and war.

In order to reconcile these three traditions, it is necessary to correct mistaken views about Islam and
jihad, and to revise our understanding of both just war theory and pacifism.

Islam and Nonviolence

The program of Islam for the prevention of violence and avoidance of war, injustice and oppression is
one that operates on many different dimensions: spiritual, moral, social, cultural, economic, and political.
As divine guidance for humanity, it is announced in the Qur'an that Islam has been established to bring
peace and fraternal relations in place of enmity:

Hold fast, all together, to Allah's cord, and do not be divided into sects. And remember Allah's
blessing upon you when you were enemies, then He brought your hearts together, so you
became brothers with His blessing. And you were on the brink of a pit of fire, from whence He
saved you. [Surah Ale Imran, 3:103]

There is much to reflect upon in this ayah. It tells us that enmity brought the pagan Arabs near to
damnation and that they were saved by God when by His blessings their enmity was replaced by
brotherhood. However, the teachings of Islam with regard to peace should not be seen as primarily
concerned with a cessation of hostilities, for they go much deeper and encompass all the areas of
human life.

We can divide the program of Islam to bring peace into three main phases: (1) peace with God; (2)
peace within the community; and (3) peace with others. Of these, the first is most important, because



when people are able to succeed in making peace with God, their intra and inter-communal relations will
also become peaceful.1

Phase 1: The Inner Peace of Iman

Islamic teachings are to be found in the Qur'an and hadiths, in ethics and 'irfan and in 'ilm al-nafs
regarding the inner causes of haram violence, anger, hatred and jealousy, and methods for controlling
them.

Phase 2: The Peace in Community of Islam

The examples of the Prophet and of his Ahl al-Bayt provide ample resources to examine cases in which
violent conflict threatened the Muslim community from within or plunged it into civil strife. These cases
need to be reviewed in order to understand the measures that were proposed by the divine guides to
avert or end such internal strife.

Phase 3: Ihsan: Promoting Peace as a Mulim Neighbor

In the third phase we should consider relations between Muslims and non Muslims. This phase can be
divided into four sorts of cases:

1. Muslim minorities in non-Muslim lands, the paradigm of which is to be found in the group of Muslims
sent by the Prophet (s) to Ethiopia to avoid persecution

2. Muslim relations with non-Muslim minorities living among them (the paradigm for which is the
protection offered by the Prophet (s) for the People of the Book)

3. Relations between Muslims and non-Muslims under different governments (the paradigm of which is
to be found in the treaty agreements offered by the Prophet (s) to many non-Muslim tribes and states)

4. Relations of Muslims to non-Muslims among whom there are conflicts. According to a narration
attributed to Imam Sadiq ('a), when asked whether Muslims could sell weapons to non-Muslims who
were at war with one another, he replied that armor and shields could be sold to them, but not weapons
with which they could kill one another.

Governing all of these aspects or phases of Islamic teaching about peace is the central precept that one
should cause no harm. This precept features prominently as one of the five most important principles of
jurisprudence by which divine law is discerned on the basis of its sources. If an action is considered to
cause harm, this should be considered as reason to consider the action forbidden, unless there is
overriding reason to the contrary. Beyond the prescriptions and prohibitions of the law, however, Islam
invites us to go far beyond not doing harm and to offer active aid and benefit. 2



The Just War Tradition

The just war tradition is usually taken to have been initiated by Augustine (354- 430), and is contrasted
with the older view of "holy war." In the wars of the Old Testament, prophets are said to be examples of
holy war when the war is believed to have been sanctioned or commanded by God. The aim of holy
wars is the complete submission or extermination of the enemy.

Holy wars are held to have been extremely brutal. The pain and suffering inflicted by the holy warrior
was taken to be God's punishment against the enemy. The crusades and the religious wars in Europe
that followed the Reformation are also often considered examples of holy wars. Just war, in contrast to
holy war, is presented as war that is fought within the confines of natural law. “The just war idea tends
inherently towards moderation; the biblical holy war towards destruction without limit”. 3

As Barry Paskins and many others have observed, the main elements of just war theory can be found in
various religious traditions, although it has been developed in the particular format in which it is usually
presented by Christian philosophers and jurists.

Paskins argues that it is likely for a just war tradition to develop in the religious thinking of people who
hold life to be sacred, who hold that revelation completes reason rather than superceding it, who devote
theological reflection to the problems of peace and war, and that this reflection should be carried out by
theologians whose concerns are aligned with those of the state. On this basis, Paskins contends that
classical just war theory can be expected to have essentially the same status in Christianity, Judaism
and Islam.

The contrary opinion that Islamic teachings about jihad should be understood as holy war is widespread.
In his 1995 article on the topic, Paskins explains the misunderstanding as follows:

“When the Cold War ended, there was considerable casting-around in 'the West' for a 'new' enemy to
take the place of the defeated Soviet Union and a prime candidate was 'fundamentalist Islam'. This
shadowy entity was held to be devoted to the violent overthrow of the West and its presentation tended
to dehumanize and demonize important developments throughout the Muslim world.”4

As the just war tradition has been developed in the West, it is traditionally divided into two parts: jus ad
bellum and jus in bello, pertaining to the issues of when it is just to go to war and how to conduct a war
in a just manner, respectively. Both of these issues have been discussed in detail by Muslim jurists.

As for jus ad bellum, this may divided into five parts: (A) just cause; (B) right authority; (C) right intention;
(D) proportionality; and (E) last resort. The second issue has been especially vexed. The authority under
which jihad is waged is at once both religious and political. Historically, the unification of religious and
political authority has more often than not remained an unrealized ideal. Exactly when the ideal has been
realized, and what to do when it is not, are two central points of controversy within the Islamic world.5



The Shi'ah, for the most part, have argued that no offensive jihad can be launched during the period of
the occultation of the Twelfth Imam ('a) because of the absence of legitimate unified religious and
political authority to do so. Arjomand's discussion of the early development of this position is worth
quoting at length.

“As for the jihad involving actual warfare, the obligation to undertake it became narrowly circumscribed in
the time of the occultation. Al-Mufid (d. 413/1022), following Kulayni, added the dar al-iman (the realm of
faith) to the traditional dichotomy of the dar al-Islam (house/realm of Islam) and the dar al-kufr (realm of
infidelity), and presented jihad as the (nonviolent) struggle to convert the realm of Islam to the realm of
faith (i.e. Shi'ism), postponing the onslaught of the infidels. A generation later, al-Tusi (d. 460/1067)
considered holy war in the absence of the Imam an error (khata), and over two centuries later, the
Muhaqqiq al-Hilli (d. 676/1277) similarly ruled that jihad was not obligatory unless the believer was
summoned by the Imam. Except for a passage in which jihad was considered "commendable"
(mustahabb) but not obligatory on the frontier in the absence of the Imam, the possibility of holy war
during the occultation was not envisaged. Therefore, the Muhaqqiq in effect limited jihad to defensive
war.”6

Defensive war was not forbidden because it was seen as self-evident that one should defend oneself
when attacked. War was to be fought for the sake of calling upon people to respond to the invitation of
Islam and to protect the people. The first purpose was associated with offensive war, and the second
with defense. Offensive war was forbidden during the occultation because, as explained in Sachedina's
illuminating study: "only the Imam has the necessary divine grace to avoid any error of judgment in
endangering the lives of people and the goals of Islamic revelation."7

According to a narration attributed to Imam Sadiq ('a):

If a person strikes people with his sword and calls them to himself, and if there is someone among
Muslims who is more knowledgeable [about the Will of God] than he, then he is certainly misguided and
false.8

Prohibitions against jihad during the occultation were seen by some as requiring passivity in the face of
unjust rule, and for this reason, the British are said to have imagined that Mahdism could be promoted
as a device to quell unrest in their Muslim colonies. The idea proved to be mistaken because there are
three ways in which belief in the Mahdi can become activist, and even violent: first, someone might
appear who claims to be the Mahdi. This happened in the Sudan at the end of the 19th century.

Second, active struggle may be seen as required to prepare the way for the Mahdi's reappearance. This
was a theme that was exploited by Ali Shari'ati in his efforts to gain support among the Shi'ite masses to
overthrow the Shah of Iran.

Third, and this is a common view among contemporary Shi'ite 'ulama, the responsibilities of the Imam
may fall upon the jurists during the absence of the Imam. Exactly the extent to which the delegation of



authority to the jurists is to be understood, is a matter of contention, especially with regard to the issue of
jihad, although it is usually held that the initiation of jihad against unbelievers can only be valid if led by
the Mahdi, the Twelfth Imam ('a) after his reappearance.9

Even the most bellicose of Muslim theorists saw the aim of jihad as the establishment of peace. Fighting
is never advocated for its own sake, but only in order to rid the world of oppression and fitnah by
establishing a pax Islamica in the realms in which societies are governed in accordance with the
shari'ah.

As for the manner in which war is to be fought, jus in bello, two principles are commonly mentioned:
discrimination and proportionality. The first principle requires that the harm caused by war be restricted,
as far as possible, to military targets. Thus, civilian and military targets must be discriminated.
Proportionality is mentioned as a condition both of jus ad bellum and jus in bello. It requires, in the first
case, that the evil wrought by warfare should be less than the evil that would result if one did not engage
in war; and in the second case, it requires that war should be fought in such a way that there should be
no more than the minimum amount of property damage and bloodshed needed for victory.

A survey of the opinions of Muslim jurists on the issues mentioned above would demonstrate that there
is no single doctrine of jihad that is universally accepted by Muslim scholars. The concerns that various
scholars have raised with respect to these issues often reflect the political and ideological environments
in which attempt have been made to understand divine law. When the issue of revolutionary struggle
was prominent among the Shi'ah in Iran, scholars such as Imam Khomeini, AyatullahTaleqani, and
Shahid Mutahhari sought to explain how Islam does not neglect the right of a people to rebel against
oppression.10

Underlying the discussion is an awareness of the leftist criticism that Islam is hidebound, and that only
Marxism provides the ideological framework for struggles of national liberation. Nevertheless, there is
sufficient cohesion in the opinions that have been given to say that we can discern a doctrine of just war
in Islam. The shari'ah restricts wars to combat against injustice (as judged by Islamic standards), and it
requires that combat take as humane a form as is consistent with the achievement of its aims.

Pacifism

Pacifism has been defined in many ways resulting, according to one count, in twenty-nine types of
religious pacifism.11 The word pacifism did not appear until the early twentieth century. It is generally
understood as a commitment to peace and opposition to war. In its most extreme form, sometimes
called absolute pacifism, it requires the rejection of all forms of violence under any circumstances as
impermissible. The rejection of the "sword" became a dominant position among most Anabaptist sects
during the Reformation in the sixteenth century.12

Pacifism has both a positive and a negative side. The negative side is the opposition to war. Such



opposition can be purely personal, such as a refusal to take up arms, or it can be political, in which case
it entails active opposition to policies of war or that lead to war. The positive side of pacifism is its
commitment to peace. Again, it can be purely personal or be expressed in political activity. The
commitment to peace requires one to seek alternatives to violence in order solve disputes and to oppose
injustice. Absolute pacifism is often contrasted with conditional or contingent pacifism.13

Conditional pacifism also rejects war and is committed to peace, but there are exceptions and
limitations. The most commonly discussed exception is personal defense. Some pacifists allow that
there can be cases in which lethal force is justifiable in police work. Others hold that some kinds of wars
may be permitted but not others. For example, a common form of conditional pacifism is absolutely
opposed to nuclear war, but makes exceptions for wars fought with conventional weapons.

Just war theory may be considered a particular form of conditional pacifism. Usually, just war theory is
contrasted with pacifism, but what is understood by "pacifism" is taken to be absolute pacifism. There are
other differences between just war theory and pacifism. Pacifists usually base their position on religious
principles, whereas just war theorists hold their doctrine to be included in natural law and hence
independent of whatever scriptural authority might be brought in its favor.14

In practice, just war theory is often employed to show how a particular war can be morally justified, while
pacifist ideals are generally employed to justify conscientious objection or opposition to a war. Most
importantly, however, just war theory does not have much to say about how to build peace or find
alternatives to violent means of settling disputes among persons or nations or how to stand up against
injustice and oppression in an effective way that is not violent.

Just war theory is a deontological theory, that is, a theory based on conceptions of obligations and
rights. Pacifism, in contrast, is a moral and spiritual stance that one attempts to realize throughout one's
life. Just war theory is an abstract theory that at its worst seems casuistic. Pacifism is sustained through
a community of believers.

Although I have argued that Islamic teachings about jihad bear a striking resemblance to Christian just
war theories, if we compare just war theory with pacifism in accordance with the points mentioned
above, we may find that the ideals of Islam will coincide more with some form of conditional pacifism
than with just war theory, at least as just war theory has often been understood.

Islamic teachings about war and peace, like pacifism, are grounded in theology. It is held that much of
what Islam requires is confirmed by natural reason, too, but the structure and motivation for the position
come from religion rather than pure reason. In practice, unfortunately, Islamic teachings about violence
have often been used to excuse violence rather than to condemn it; and in this regard, it may be
compared to just war theory. There have, however, been outstanding cases in Shi'ite history in which
Islamic teachings about war and violence have been used in order to persuade the Shi'ah that they are
not obligated to fight in a so-called "jihad" led by a tyrant.15



With respect to alternatives to violence and a commitment to peace, we can find that Islamic teachings
contain a great wealth of resources in this regard. In both the Qur'an and in hadiths there is much about
the value of forgiveness, and settling disputes through conciliation. In Islamic law there are provisions for
coming to equitable resolutions to financial, marital and other sorts of disputes. With regard to
developing non-violent means to oppose oppression and injustice, although Islam regards fighting as an
evil in itself, and urges the used of treaties and other means of conciliation, Muslims have too often, like
just warriors, assumed that there is no better way than violence to achieve just aims.

With regard to the distinction between deontological system and spirituality, Islam contains both
elements. Ideally they should compliment each other in a harmonious way with the spiritual element
dominant and providing motivation for a moral understanding and application of divine law. Like pacifism,
Islamic teachings on peace can only be successfully sustained through a community of believers, and
are much more than an abstract set of rules.

Just War Pacifism

The term just war pacifism has been used by a number of writers to emphasize that just war theory can
be considered a kind of conditional pacifism, and that it can be employed to argue against war and not to
excuse war.

Just war pacifism has been attacked by absolute pacifists primarily on two grounds: religious, and
practical. On religious grounds it is argued that Jesus ('a) taught and lived a complete renunciation of
violence. Against this view it is argued that there is evidence in the gospels sufficient to show that Jesus
('a) was willing to condone violent opposition to injustice.16

Here we will not attempt to adjudicate the theological disagreements among Christians. Needless to say,
from the point of view of Islamic theology, the teachings of Jesus ('a) do not differ in essence from those
of Islam. Muslims hold that if Jesus ('a) had been faced with the sorts of circumstances that arose during
the life of Muhammad (s), he would have acted in essentially the same manner. In circumstances in
which taking up the sword was commanded by God, no prophet would refuse. Hence, if we find a kind of
pacifism in the life of Jesus ('a), it should be understood as a conditional or contingent pacifism.

The argument that Muhammad (s) could have been expected to abjure the use of the sword had he
been faced with the sorts of circumstances in which Jesus ('a) found himself is not difficult to support, for
there were periods during his life when he suffered persecution without responding with the sword, and
in which he advised his followers with similar patience.

The practical argument against conditional pacifism is that any exceptions to an absolute prohibition of
violence will lead to the abuse of those conditions as loopholes by which to rationalize whatever war or
violence seems exigent at the time. History has proven that just war theory leads to abuses, and the
theory is used to provide excuses for unjust wars. Against this view it may be argued that the fact that a



theory is abused does not show that it is wrong. The answer to the abuses of just war theory is not a
dismissal of the theory but argument against the abuses, and demonstration of the proper use of the
theory.17

It will also be objected using the word "pacifism" for some form of conditional or contingent pacifism that
is consistent with just war theory is a misleading way of playing with words. Real pacifism is absolute
pacifism, it will be contended, and anything less only compromises the commitment to peace.

To the contrary, a number of recent theorists have been arguing that what defines the essence of
pacifism is the positive commitment to seeking justice through peaceful alternatives to violence,
dedication to pointing out the injustices of wars and opposition to these injustices, and a life in which the
values and commitments to peace and nonviolence and opposition to war are central. Such values are
compatible with the acceptance of just war theory; indeed, I would argue that they are compatible with
the sort of just war theory found in Islamic teachings.

Islamic Just War Pacifism

The idea of any sort of Islamic pacifism will seem like a misnomer to many.18 However, if we understand
the essence of pacifism to lie in the stance of a life lived in submission to God that seeks to abstain from
doing harm, and that seeks alternatives to violence and war in recognition that under current
circumstances, war cannot be carried on in a manner that conforms with religious strictures, it may not
seem inappropriate to speak of an Islamic just war pacifism. Islamic just war pacifism will not be an
absolute refusal to engage in war. The permissibility of defensive warfare in Islam may be conceded,
(although even here there is much room for debate).

In recent speeches by officials of the Islamic Republic of Iran it has been asserted that the time for war is
past, and that political goals cannot be achieved through war. Huge armies and arsenals of nuclear
weapons did not save the Soviet Union from collapse, and so, security must be achieved by
communication and diplomacy instead of the force of arms. This sort of statement is dismissed by many
commentators as mere rhetoric.

Certainly, Iran is not about to disarm because of its desire to find a peaceful solution to international
relations. However, I would suggest that the rhetoric of peace by Iranian official should be taken more
seriously, because it reflects a religious imperative to find nonviolent means to settle disputes. The
statements of the Iranian officials seem to provide merely pragmatic reasons for seeking peace: war is
not an effective instrument for achieving political aims. There is also a religious reason for seeking
peaceful solutions to problems: Islam requires that we avoid harming others.

A version of Islamic just war pacifism that goes beyond the statements of any government officials can
be found in the works of Chaiwat Satha-Anand (Qader Muheideen), who argues that since the
technology of modern warfare makes it impossible to discriminate in war between combatants and non-



combatants, modern warfare does not satisfy the conditions needed for just war in Islam and hence,
Muslims must find alternative means to seek just peace.19

A case for Islamic just war pacifism would be even stronger in the light of Shi'ite teachings, according to
which conditions of doubt about the effects of violence require that jihad be led by an infallible Imam.
While this has been interpreted to mean that only defensive war is permissible during the period of
occultation, the restriction may be widened to include even defensive military actions when their aims
might be met by other means, because of the effects of even defensive warfare that are unknown to
fallible human beings.

These consideration provide religious motivation for an Islamic just war pacifism that is not absolute,
does not unconditionally reject the use of arms, but is seriously committed to exploring alternatives and
finding nonviolent methods to pursue justice, and may find expression in living commitment to seeking
justice and peace.

In classical deliberations about jihad, jurists often posed the issue of delivery of the message of Islam as
a cause for jihad, that is, it was debated whether one could initiate jihad for the sake of bringing the
message of Islam to a people whose government prohibited the propagation of Islam. Today, most non-
Islamic governments do not prohibit Islamic religious propagation, and, in any case, propagation of
religion can take place through media and does not require sending people over boarders, as was
presumed in the classical jurisprudence. This implies that one of the major reasons used by some jurists
to justify jihad is no longer applicable to the circumstances of the modern world, and the aim of inviting
people to Islam can be achieved through peaceful means.20

Sayyida Zaynab

In the speech reportedly given by Zaynab ('a) at the court of Yazid subsequent to the martyrdom of her
brother, Imam Husayn ('a), at order of Yazid, we find a perfect realization of the Islamic just war pacifism
outlined above. In order to see this we provide a synopsis and selection of her statements,21 followed by
a brief analysis.

It is reported in a text from the 3rd/9th century that the daughter of Imam 'Ali and sister of Imam Husayn,
Zaynab (peace be with them) spoke at the court of Yazid when she was brought there after the tragedy
of Karbala. Yazid recited some blasphemous doggerel and said that he wanted to take revenge upon the
descendants of Muhammad because Muhammad and his companions had killed his polytheist ancestors
in battle. Zaynab is reported to have said in response, “O Yazid! Allah and His Prophet have said that
committing sins and considering the signs of Allah to be false is ridiculing them,” where it was
understood that holding the signs of God in derision is cause to expect divine chastisement. Here,
according to the report, by the signs of God she means the members of the household of the Prophet. It
is reported that Yazid had the severed head of the beloved grandson of the Prophet (s) brought to his
court where he and others kicked it about with their feet and with sticks. She added:



“O Yazid! Do you think that we have become humble and despicable owing to the martyrdom of our
people and our own captivity? As you have blocked all the paths for us, and we have been made
captives and are being taken from one place to another, do you think that Allah has taken away his
blessings from us? Do you think that by killing the godly persons you have become great and
respectable and the Almighty looks at you with special grace and kindness? For this reason and on
account of this wrong thinking, you have become elated and arrogant. You have become boastful
because you have seen that the matters have taken a turn in your favor. You have, however, forgotten
what Allah says:

Those who disbelieve must not think that Our respite is for their good; We only give them respite
to let them increase their sins. For them there will be a humiliating torment. [Surah Ale Imran, 3:
178]

The message delivered here to the caliph makes the point that one cannot achieve greatness through
killing, and one cannot remove the blessings God has given to others by killing or tormenting them. The
gains won by such methods may appear to be advantageous, but they will reap divine punishment.

Then Zaynab reminded Yazid that when the Prophet conqured Makkah (8 A.H.), he forgave all the men
and women who had fought against him and set them free. Yazid himself was a descendant of those
who had been forgiven. The point of these comments is: (1) to contrast the noble behavior of the
Prophet with Yazid's actions;

(2) to remind Yazid that it would be more appropriate for him to return the favor, and to release the
descendents of the Prophet; (3) to point out that Yazid's actions were in line with the opposition of his
ancestors to Islam.

She continues to remind Yazid that his actions will be cause for divine punishment. She never threatens
him with the vengeance of the descendents of the Prophet or with violence from their followers; instead
she only warns him of the divine punishment due for his sins.

Following her address to Yazid, she prayed to God and said: "O Lord! Procure our right and take
revenge upon those who have oppressed us." Again, she places vengeance in the hands of God. Then
she turned to Yazid and said:

“By Allah you have pulled off your own skin and cut off your own flesh. You will soon go before the
Prophet of Allah and will see with your own eyes that his children are in Paradise. It will be the day when
Allah will deliver the descendants of the Holy Prophet from the state of being scattered and will bring all
of them together in Paradise. This is the promise which Allah has made in the Noble Qur'an. He says:

Do not think of those who are slain for the cause of Allah as dead. They are alive with their Lord
and receive sustenance from Him.. [Surah Ale Imran, 3: 169]



By saying this, Zaynab indicates that God's punishment of Yazid is not due to some sort of divine
prejudice against him, but is due to his own evil actions. Furthermore, she reminds him of the value of
martyrdom according to the teachings of the Qur'an. Worldly power and killing are contrasted with divine
reward and life in the hereafter for those who are killed for God's sake. She continues:

“O Yazid! On the day when Allah will be the Judge and Muhammad will be the petitioner, and your limbs
will give evidence against you, your father, who made you the ruler of the Muslims, will receive His
punishment. On that day it will become known what reward the oppressors earn, whose position is
worse and whose party is more humble. O enemy of Allah and O son of the enemy of Allah! I swear by
Allah that I consider you to be base and not fit even to be reprimanded and reproached. But what am I to
do? Our eyes are shedding tears, our hearts are burning, and our martyrs cannot come to life by our
reprimanding and reproaching you. My Husayn has been killed and the partisans of Satan are taking us
to the fools so that they may get their reward for insulting Allah. Our blood is dripping from their hands
and our flesh is falling down from their mouths. The sacred bodies of the martyrs have been placed at
the disposal of the wolves and other carnivorous animals of the jungle. If you have gained something
today by shedding blood, you will certainly be a loser on the Day of Judgment. On that day
nothing but your deeds will count.”

The key to understanding this statement is the sentence we have put in boldface, above. The enemies
of Islam may think that they can make gains against the Muslims by killing, by shedding blood, by
violence and warfare, but those who use such means in order to achieve worldly goals such as political
power and wealth will lose on the day of judgment.

Implicit in Zaynab's statements is an acceptance of the fact that the use of the sword in self-defense is
justified. Fighting and being killed in this way is meritorious. Here we find the doctrine of jihad as fighting
on the path toward God, but this fighting is to be done in accord with all of the provisions of divine law.

Yazid is condemned for his failure to abide by the precepts of Islam while he claims to be its caliph. His
failure to act in accord with Islam is made most plain by contrasting the forgiveness offered by the
Prophet to his enemies when he had power over them as opposed to the slaughter by Yazid of Husayn
and those who followed him when Yazid had power.

The difference between the just fighting of Husayn as opposed to the unjust fighting of Yazid locates the
position advocated by Zaynab as an instance of just war doctrine and jihad at the same time. In addition,
Zaynab declares that shedding blood will be punished by God, and that the worldly gains this may bring
are accompanied by an infinitely greater loss in the sight of God.

The position taken by Zaynab ('a) may be considered as a form of pacifism, not because it makes any
absolute prohibition against fighting or fails to see fighting as obligatory in some situations, but because
it is clearly and firmly opposed to bloodshed and oppression. Although it is understood to be self-evident
that fighting in self-defense is justified, just war argumentation is not used by Zaynab to justify killing, but



to condemn it. The attack on Husayn ('a) and his companions goes beyond the bounds set by Islam.

On the positive side, Zaynab emphasizes the forgiveness of enemies according to the example of her
grandfather, the Prophet Muhammad (s), the entrusting of vengeance to divine punishments in the
afterlife, and the promotion of justice and the rule of divine law. Furthermore, in speaking out, she
courageously demonstrates how injustice may be resisted in a peaceful manner. The composure with
which she speaks so eloquently is also evidence on the deeper inner peace given her by the grace of
God in Whom we seek refuge from violence, war, oppression, and all the evil and harm of this world.

There is a narration according to which Imam Sadiq ('a) said that the Prophet (s) said: “The best form of
jihad is to utter just words (kalimat 'adl) in the presence of a tyrant ruler (imam ja'ir)”.22
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